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LOGLINE 

- a fi lm about power and powerlessness in psychiatric healthcare.

SYNOPSIS 1

Through fi ve close and personal testimonies this fi lm investigates power structures in psychiatric healthcare told by 
users, relatives and employees. What does the feeling of powerlessness do to your mental health and to your own 
feeling of self? How does it aff ect the people that exercise power? The fi lm combines a fi ctional story with documen-

tary interviews and archive material.

SYNOPSIS 2

Kjetil is a young man in his twenties. He likes to play the guitar, and he loves his cat. Since he was seventeen years 
old he´s been struggling with mental illness, and randomly spent time in diff erent psychiatric hospitals. He dreams 
of being able to live in his own apartment and take care of himself without medication. The fi lm tells the fi ctitious 
story of Kjetil and his mother and their fi ght against the Scandinavian bureaucracy, but also includes fi rsthand ac-
counts from patients, next of kin, and employees and discusses power relations in modern psychiatry. Making Sense 
Together is inspired by the director´s own experience with a brother struggling with schizophrenia.

With: Leif, Christina, Harriet, Stig and Andreas 

 Anne Lise, the mother Kjetil, the patient



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 

Making Sense Together is a documentary film that investigates the relationship between power and powerlessness.I 
wanted to shed light on power structures in the health care system told through the perspective of both patients, their 
families and people working in the field. The initial idea comes from a chronic feeling of powerlessness regarding my 
brother´s illness and dealing with the health care system in Scandinavia. 

Closed psychiatric care is the most dictatorial part of society, through which a patient can have all their rights taken 
from them. There is too little openness when it comes to knowledge about closed environments with defined power 
hierarchies. Pyschologist Zimbardos ”Stanford Prison Experiment” is one example. Ordinary students were divided into 
the roles of Prisoner and Guard and put in a prison-like environment. The brutality of the Guards and the suffering of 
the Prisoners was so intense that the experiment was terminated after only six days. The study provided a graphic illus-
tration of the power of situations to shape individuals’ behaviour. 

Care is a complex term adjusted to the principles of organization, where one can wonder if the structure itself creates 
a climate for bureaucratic power to thrive. I am interested in the grey areas; can a collective care even exist under the 
terms of a bureaucracy? What roles are we given and what roles do we take on – regardless of being a patient, family 
member or an employee?

I have studied anthropology and I´m inspired by this way of thinking and framing the world. In this film I isolate one 
area; power and powerlessness. The documentary-essay is also called a film that thinks and a film that reflects. 



DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY 

Ellen Ugelstad (b. 1973) is an artist and filmmaker living in Oslo. She studied philosophy and anthropology at the 
University of Oslo, before she moved to California and received a BFA in film from Academy of Art University in San 
Francisco. She works in a variety of genres ranging from poetic documentary, music-films, hybrids and fiction.

Her work often explores the thin line between sanity and insanity, the hierarchy of power and different forms of 
reality. Her previous documentary Indian Summer is an example of this investigation. This film tells the story of her 
younger brother living with schizophrenia. It is a poetic portrait of a young man’s struggle for his own dignity and 
search for freedom. Indian Summer was nominated for the International Young Talent Award at DOK Leipzig and 
Nordic Dox Award under CPH:DOX and received two nominations at the Norwegian “Emmy-Award” called Gullruten. 

Her films often migrates between different platforms and the last few years she has explored the lines between 
fiction and documentary and her short film The Meeting Room won best screenplay at the Norwegian Short Film 
Festival in 2017. Her latest film Making Sense Together premiered in competition for best Nordic Documentary at 
Oslo:Pix in June 2018 and her film  The Green Valley received the Golden Chair for best short film at the Norwegian 
Short film festival. She is also a recipient of a five-year artist grant from the Norwegian Art Council.



FILMOGRAPHY 

The Green Valley (2018), fi ction 24 min.
Making Sense Together (2018), hybrid documentary 68 min.
The Meeting Room (2017), docu-fi ction 15 min.
I write (2015), documentary 28 min.
Silent Trilogy, three music fi lms for the Norwegian band Highasakite:
Everything Sank in You (2015), documentary 5.14 min.
Science and Blood Tests (2015), fi ction 5 min.
Leaving No Traces (2014), fi ction 4.30 min. 
Indian Summer (2012), documentary 69 min.
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